
 

EDUCATION 

The Bill would provide for Scottish Ministers to make directions with regard to the 
temporary closure of educational institutions and childcare premises.  Clause 35 
introduces Schedule 15 of the Bill which provides for Ministers to make directions to close 
educational establishments or childcare establishments.  Clause 36 introduces Schedule 
16 which provides Ministers to make directions requiring the continuation of provision of 
education and childcare. 

The Bill provides for similar powers to those that could be exercised under the Civil 
Contingencies Act 2004.  One substantial change is that the Bill provides for directions to 
cover private or third sector providers (e.g. colleges, independent schools etc.). 

Schedule 15 - Temporary closure of educational institutions and childcare 
premises 

For the purposes of this schedule, an education establishment may be: 

• a school (including grant aided or independent schools) 

• a college 

• a higher education institution (e.g. university)  

• an education and training establishment which is accredited by the SQA. 

Paragraph 7 of Part 2, Schedule 15 of the Bill provides that operators of an educational 
establishment, managers of school boarding accommodation and managers of student 
accommodation must have regard to “any advice relating to the incidence or transmission 
of coronavirus from the Chief Medical Officer of the Scottish Administration”.   

Paragraph 8 of Part 2, Schedule 15 of the Bill gives Scottish Ministers the power to make 
an “education closure directive” (“ECD”).  An ECD would require an operator of an 
educational establishment to “take reasonable steps to restrict access to the establishment 
for a specified period”.  An ECD could apply to early learning establishments and out-of-
school care providers, including childminders.  An ECD is enforceable through Ministers 
applying to make an order.  

An ECD can be very broadly drafted.  It can cover all educational establishments in 
Scotland or a part of Scotland, one or more named establishment, or types of educational 
establishments in all or part of Scotland.   

The ECD can be made in a way to distinguish between different types of individuals 
attending educational establishments, it may prohibit access to part or all of an educational 
establishment, it may prohibit all or some activities.  Scottish Ministers can frame their 
directions in any way they see fit, and can also “make such other provision [as they] 
consider appropriate in connections with the giving of the direction.” 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2004/36/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2004/36/contents
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Ministers would also have similar powers to make an ECD in respect to school boarding 
accommodation and student accommodation.  An ECD in respect to boarding 
accommodation and student accommodation may also provide for those pupils or students 
to be “confined” to that accommodation for a period.  The Bill provides for similar powers to 
the Northern Ireland Executive in relation to boarding; other than that, these powers do not 
appear to be replicated for the other three nations in the Bill. 

An ECD may disapply any duty or statutory time limit in relation to education.  Paragraph 9 
provides that particular duties are disapplied where an ECD has effect.  These include the 
overarching duties on local authorities to: 

• secure adequate and efficient school education for children their area; 

• make adequate and efficient provision for children who have additional support 
needs; 

• secure early learning and childcare provision. 

These are the key functions of a local authority acting as an education authority.  In 
addition, the Bill would disapply parents and carers’ duties to “provide efficient education” 
for their children, which is normally fulfilled by sending the child to a school. 

On 18 March 2020, the Scottish Government announced that schools would close on 
Friday 20 March 2020.  The Cabinet Secretary for Education and Skills told the Parliament 
on Thursday 19 March 2020: 

“Teaching, learning and support will continue, albeit in different ways for different 
groups of children. For the majority, that will be through distance learning and online 
learning, with different forms of on-going contact with teachers rather than in-school, 
face-to-face teaching.” (OR 19 March 2020, Col 34 ) 

The Cabinet Secretary also noted that schools and ELC settings would still be open for the 
children of key workers (e.g. workers in health and social care), young people who still 
have coursework for national qualifications, and vulnerable children. 

The provision of school education through online learning has long been planned for in 
response to a pandemic.  Guidance to local authorities, dating from 2006, on possible 
influenza pandemics stated: 

“Local authorities have a power to provide education other than at a school, for 
pupils unable to attend school “by reason of extraordinary circumstances”. 
Therefore, while it might well not be possible to provide the usual full service, local 
authorities will wish to provide a reasonable level of education for all children in their 
area if pupils are unable to attend schools due to school premises being closed to 
pupils during term time. This presents practical challenges. One way to meet this 
challenge may be for all teachers to continue to provide support remotely for pupils 
working from home. We therefore recommend that local authorities make 
preliminary plans now, and more detailed preparations when we issue more detailed 
advice, and that they discuss with independent and grant-aided schools the extent 
to which those schools will be able to fulfil this commitment to their respective 
pupils. We envisage that these plans will include on-line material […] where pupils 
have internet access. Working with key agencies as appropriate we will explore the 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1980/44/section/1
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2004/4/section/4
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2004/4/section/4
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/asp/2014/8/section/47/enacted
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1980/44/section/30
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12591&mode=pdf
https://www.webarchive.org.uk/wayback/archive/20170701074158/http:/www.gov.scot/Publications/2006/07/05121311/9
https://www.webarchive.org.uk/wayback/archive/20170701074158/http:/www.gov.scot/Publications/2006/07/05121311/9
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scope to provide more curricular support at a national level in the event of school 
closures, and will provide further advice in due course. 

Similar guidance from 2009 for colleges and universities noted that “successful use of e-
learning requires planning and […] are unlikely to be successfully introduced at the time of 
a pandemic without preparation.” 

Schedule 16 - Temporary continuity directions etc: education, training and 
childcare 

While Schedule 15 provides for Ministers to close educational establishments, Schedule 
16 provides for Ministers to ensure those establishments remain open by making an 
Education Continuity Direction (“EConD”).  An EConD has similar scope to an ECD in that 
it could apply to specific institutions or generally.  Again an EConD can disapply 
educational duties and there is wide discretion as to what it contains. 

An EConD could: 

• Confer additional education functions on an establishment or require the use of 
premises for the purposes of public health; 

• Require an educational establishment to stay open or open for longer periods; 

• Require an establishment to provide education for specific people or types of 
people; 

• Require specific people or types of people to attend premises for the purpose of 
being educated there; 

• Restrict access to part or parts of an establishment; 

• Restrict the carrying out of certain activities; 

• Require measures to ensure safe standards of hygiene, and other measures to 
protect health, to be put in place; 

• Require the alteration of term dates, holiday dates or examination dates. 

As with an ECD, an EConD could be enforceable through the courts.   

The Committee may wish to explore: 

• What scrutiny the Scottish Government would expect of an Education Closure or 
Continuity Direction? Is there likely to be any role for the Parliament? 

• How advanced are facilities and plans to provide education remotely if 
required?  What has been the Scottish Government and its agencies’ role in 
supporting this? 

• Why other jurisdictions do not have specific powers to direct boarding pupils and 
students to be confined to their accommodation?  How could this be enforced? 
Under what circumstances does the Scottish Government envisage making such a 
direction? 
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• How the Scottish Government envisages potentially using the discretion available to 
it in terms of the types of individuals, institutions or activities that a direction under 
schedule 15 or 16 may apply to. 

• Would any compensation be paid for institutions undertaking additional roles? 

DISCLOSURE 

The Bill would provide for two general powers to amend the Disclosure scheme in 
Scotland.   

Ministers would be able to publish a direction able to exempt employers or providers from 
offences connected to the Protection of Vulnerable Groups scheme.  Ministers may specify 
a range of circumstance to which the direction may apply and for how long.  This power is 
set out in clause 32 of the Bill which provides that Scottish Ministers would be able to 
disapply or modify sections 35 and 36 of the Protection of Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) 
Act 2007.  These sections of the 2007 Act contain the offences for organisations and 
personnel providers to offer positions doing regulated work to individuals who have been 
barred from doing so.  The offence for the individual to seek regulated work set out in 
section 34 of the 2007 Act could not be affected by a direction made under clause 32 of 
the Bill.  

Section 33 provides for Scottish Ministers to reclassify requests for certain disclosure 
products as a request for a statement of a scheme record.  This means that, in practice, 
Disclosure Scotland would confirm that an individual is a member of the PVG scheme, but 
not provide other information (i.e. convictions).  An individual cannot be a member of the 
PVG scheme for protected adults or children if they are barred from doing regulated work 
with the relevant group.   

The explanatory notes accompanying the Bill state that these measures are to “allow the 
disclosure service to better cope in an emergency and continue to support recruitment in 
key sectors”.  The explanatory notes state that Disclosure Scotland is “working to ensure 
that disclosure checks are not a barrier to fast employment and deployment of emergency 
health and care workers”.(p13) 

The committee may wish to explore: 

• How the provisions in relation to the PVG scheme will support the efforts to contain 
the spread of COVID 19 and treat those who have the virus? 

Ned Sharratt 
SPICe Research 
20 March 2020 
 

Note: Committee briefing papers are provided by SPICe for the use of Scottish 
Parliament committees and clerking staff.  They provide focused information or respond 
to specific questions or areas of interest to committees and are not intended to offer 
comprehensive coverage of a subject area. 
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